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Micheal T. works in a little known office, in a little known operation in Arlington, 
Virginia.
He gets up in the morning, brushes his teeth, makes bacon and eggs, reads the 
Washington Post and then drives 41 miles to work in a plain looking office high-
rise.
He turns on his computers, upon arriving at his desk, and he begins killing 
American taxpayers in cities like Houston, San Francisco and Detroit.
He does not use bullets.
He uses metatags, databases and troll farms. He is a hired character assassin. 
He works for The President, Senators and their corrupt campaign billionaires.
What you are about to read is based on true incidents. The names have been 
changed. This actually takes place, on a daily basis, and thousands of domestic 
Americans are the targets.
Today Micheal has logged in a “Z-Notice” on a man in Houston, Texas. This man 
worked with Sandia National Laboratories and this man, who we will call Steve, 
witnessed technicians burying plutonium in a field because their boss had 
forgotten to add a concrete casing order to his annual budget. The boss didn’t 
want to get a budget over-run, so he thought he could have his guys fix the cost 
problem with a shovel and some dirt. When all of the ground squirrels, that 
usually ran freely around the Sandia campus, suddenly died. People became 
suspicious.
After Micheal launches the retribution and revenge program on Steve, he will 
begin the take-down of Susan, a senior nurse at the San Diego VA hospital. She 
reported that VA officials were putting very ill veterans on a permanent hold, 
hoping they would die before the VA executives had to go to all of the trouble of 
treating them. 
His next “Z-Notice” is on Bob who reported that Steven Chu was embezzling tens
of billions of federal dollars during is tenure at the Department of Energy.
On and on, the Z-Notices keep on coming.
Traditional logic would presume that most government executives would just 
say: “Thank you for pointing out those bad actors. Here is your whistle-blower 
reward”.
In the world of corruption and dirty politicians, it does not work like that. 
Criminally corrupt politicians exist because they have a little club of other 
criminally corrupt politicians who operate a quid-pro-quo round-robin kick-back 
scheme. 
That is how the British famous politician pedophile ring operates. One famous 
political pedophile passes the abused, and the cover-up media, to the next. Each 
one cover’s the other ones butt, so to speak.



The only weapon against them is transparency. The corrupt politicians and their 
billionaires are the most egotistical, narcissistic idiots you could ever meet. They 
would rather die than become embarrassed. That is their weak link. Their hubris 
and ego-mania will always get them.
The only weapon, against their foes, is character assassination. It is a dark and 
grimy path that the corrupt have wandered down.
Steve, in Houston, rated a “high kill order” because he embarrassed both the 
President and two, highly placed, corrupt Senators. Steve went to the FBI and 
that created files that will never go away. Congress has so many watchdogs on 
the FBI, now, that, despite what creepy things they may, or may not do, It is no 
longer possible for the FBI to have “hard drives go missing.”
Steve had gotten himself a new job as a technical aide at the University in 
Houston. Micheal had been watching Steve’s payroll 1099 forms, by hacking into 
the University HR service, and wanted to make sure that Steve had received at 
least 2 months of pay. At the same time, Micheal had his boys at Gawker Media 
write a hatchet job article about how someone suspected that technical aides at 
the University in Houston were raping young girls.
It was then a simple matter for Micheal to use his DNS spoofing computer to 
send a FAX to the HR Director, at the University, with a copy of the article, with 
the words: “I THINK THIS MIGHT BE STEVE”, scrawled across one corner of 
the fax. The Fax ID made it look like the FAX came from the New York Times. 
Micheal used a voice modifier and a disposable cell phone with a New Jersey 
spoofed SIM card to call the staff of the University to say that he thought Steve 
had molested his daughter. Steve was fired, without any reason except “budget 
cuts”, that afternoon.
Micheal used his special account on Axciom and Oracle’s recruiter database 
engine to place a flag on Steve’s background checks, and online profiles, so that 
every person that might hire Steve, will see the special internal code that is the 
digital equivalent of a “red flag”. This made certain that Steve would never get 
employed again.
He followed that up with a double whammy. Micheal went into all 3 of the main 
credit services and, first, downgraded Steves credit scores and then he pulled all 
of the data about anybody that Steve owed money to. Micheal sent anonymous 
notices to all of the lenders and payment suppliers that Steve was obligated to, 
in order to try to get them to call his loans, refuse his loans or demand payment, 
In order to force Steve into bankruptcy and get him to live in his car.
Because Steve was exposed to plutonium, Steve got poisoned by it.
When Steve applies for disability insurance through social security, Micheal gets 
a notice on his Lotus Notes tracker and Micheal then makes sure that, first, 
Steve’s disability review is delayed for as long as humanly possible and then, 
when he finally gets a response, it is denied. All of Steve’s requests for hearings 
are denied too.
Micheal is delighted. The take-down of Steve is going great. This will teach those 
damn taxpayers to speak their minds! The Senator will probably give him a big 
Kill Bonus on this one. Steve can’t get a job, he can’t get disability. He can’t 



retire and use his other social security because he is not old enough, yet. 
Micheal, a few days later, gets another Lotus Notes computer notice that Steve 
has tried to open an online store on Zazzle and Café Press, in a desperate 
attempt to make money. Micheal sees to that by logging all of Steve’s email 
addresses as “flagged accounts” and rerouting any payments to Paypal into a 
black hole. Micheal has the contractors at In-Q-Tel, run a full hack on Steve’s 
phone. 
Steve is persistent, though, and Steve tries to set up an online T-Shirt business. 
Damn, thinks Micheal, his shirts might sell. Can’t have Steve getting any cash. 
He might hire a lawyer.
Micheal logs into the agency account at Tai Systems in Taiwan. Tai Systems is a 
block, or two, of old warehouses. It looks like nothing is going on at the Tai 
Building. There are not many cars in the parking lot. Tai only needs a handful of 
people to do what Tai does. All of the buildings are filled with racks, and racks, of
Dell Edge Servers. A few IT guys wander around the building looking for red 
lights and cooling issues. In one room 12 people sit at long tables with triple LCD 
screens on each table. They are firing digital machine guns.
Tai does two things well. It runs devastating troll farm blog screeds and it fires 
off some of the most potent denial of service attacks on websites. Micheal orders
up a 3 month, 30,000 fake login attempt per day, attack on every website that 
Steve creates in order to try to get some money. Steve is wiped out and there is 
now no possible way for Steve to get any money.
Steve commits suicide 6 months later, with a little help from a modified sleeping 
pill prescription, that Micheal had wired into Steve’s Walgreen’s account, that 
changed Steve’s brain chemistry in order to increase his anxiety levels.
Micheal got a big bonus from The Senator for that one. The next target looked 
fun, some guy named Aaron with some wisenheimer tech start-up called Reddit.


